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Abstract: Data governance aims to optimize the value derived from data assets and effectively
mitigate data-related risks. The rapid growth of data assets increases the risk of data breaches.
One key solution to reduce this risk is to classify data assets according to their business value and
criticality to the enterprises, allocating limited resources to protect core data assets. The existing
methods rely on the experience of professionals and cannot identify core data assets across business
scenarios. This work conducts an empirical study to address this issue. First, we utilized data lineage
graphs with expert-labeled core data assets to investigate the experience of data users on core data
asset identification from a scenario perspective. Then, we explored the structural features of core
data assets on data lineage graphs from an abstraction perspective. Finally, one expert seminar was
conducted to derive a set of universal indicators to identify core data assets by synthesizing the results
from the two perspectives. User and field studies were conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the indicators.

Keywords: data asset; data breaches; data classification; data lineage graph; data governance

1. Introduction

Data are newly emerging assets for enterprises. Data governance aims to maintain
high-quality data that are secure and easily accessible for deeper business insights, therefore
enhancing management efficiency and empowering product innovations [1,2]. Currently,
most data assets exist in the form of relational data tables. In data governance, data
tables are frequently transformed into another through data jobs to meet data application
requirements. A data job typically consists of SQL statements that extract and manipulate
data in data tables, establishing internal data transformation relationships between data
tables, known as data lineage [3]. It describes the origins of a piece of data assets and the
related data transformation process. As shown in Figure 1a, Table A contains sales data
for a particular enterprise’s products. To enhance product sales, consumer information
(e.g., age, gender, and occupation) is extracted from Table A and then saved into a new
Table B. Moreover, statistical information, including each user’s purchase, retention, and
churn rates, is obtained from Table A through three data jobs and transformed into a new
Table C. Two data lineages exist among the three tables: one between Tables A and B, and
another between Tables A and C. Similarly, a large number of data tables and data jobs
can generate complex data lineages, which can be described using a data lineage graph, as
illustrated in Figure 1b.

Data classification is one of the activities in data governance, aiming to ensure
those data receive an appropriate level of protection based on their importance to the
organization [4]. The rapid growth in the number of data assets within enterprises has led
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to a situation where enterprises cannot comprehensively protect all of their data assets,
resulting in a risk of data breaches [5]. When a large enterprise manages millions of data
assets, some of these assets will inevitably hold greater value than others. As safeguarding
data comes at a cost, it becomes imperative for the enterprise to assess the relative worth of
its diverse data assets. Therefore, one key solution to reduce this risk is to allocate limited
resources to protect core data assets in enterprises (i.e., lifeblood or crown jewels). Core
data assets are high-value assets that may be critical in enterprise management or product
innovation. As shown in Figure 1a, Table A is a core data asset because it serves as a base
table for generating new tables. Tables B and C in Figure 1b are potential core data assets if
they are used in subsequent product sale optimizations.

Figure 1. Illustration of data lineage graphs in which data tables are represented as blue nodes, data
jobs as green nodes, and data lineage relationships between them are depicted as gray arrows with the
direction indicating the data transformation direction. (a) Toy case of data lineages and (b) a real-world
data lineage graph containing 49 data tables, 30 data jobs, and 109 data transformation relationships.

To realize this goal, all data assets must be assigned a value that properly considers
their business value and criticality to the enterprises. However, the primary limitation is
that current data classification methods are executed manually based on their understand-
ing of business scenarios, resulting in time-consuming and non-reusable processes. Few
standardized or universal approaches have been proposed for identifying core data assets
across different enterprise business scenarios.

This work explores a set of relatively universal indicators from scenario and abstraction
perspectives, supporting efficient and cross-scenario core data asset identification. Two
research questions were proposed: (RQ1) What universal indicators influence data users
on the core data asset identification in different business scenarios; and (RQ2) can data
users accurately identify core data assets through proposed universal indicators? Through
multiple on-site investigations and literature research, an empirical study was designed
and conducted to explore the universal indicators for core data asset identification across
business scenarios.

The empirical study consists of three steps: (1) The first experiment examined data
experts’ experiences in core data asset identification from the scenario perspective. This
work was collaborated with Huawei Cloud Computing Technologies Co., Ltd. (referred
to as “Company H”), and multiple sets of data assets from different business scenarios
were selected as data sets. Four data users, namely one data asset manager and three data
experts in Company H responsible for these scenarios, were then invited to identify core
data assets manually, providing data sets and labeling core data assets for subsequent
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experiments; (2) the second experiment aimed to explore the structural features of core data
assets on node–link graphs from an abstraction perspective. Thirty-one node centrality
metrics are used to summarize the structural features of expert-labeled core data assets; (3) a
node–link graph is a common graph visualization that can help humans visually identify
important nodes in visual space [6]. Previous graph perception studies revealed that
visually prominent nodes, such as high-incident and bridge nodes, are generally perceived
as important nodes in a node–link graph [7,8]. These studies largely concentrated on visual
space but rarely considered the affections of the user experience. This work conducted one
expert seminar to integrate the user experience of data experts and structural features of
data assets, deriving five universal indicators for core data asset identification.

Through detailed discussions, data users reached a consensus on five universal indica-
tors: the number of data transformations on a data asset (UI1), the influence on the data
transformation process after deleting a data asset (UI2), the number of data sources that
directly transmit data to a data asset (UI3), the value of data tables that directly transmit
data to a data asset (UI4), and the data capacity to a data asset (UI5). Each indicator
captured common meanings in various scenarios and was easily understood by data users.
Each indicator is also quantifiable using certain node centrality metrics based on data
lineage graphs.

A user study and a field study were conducted with 30 recruited participants and
4 data users from Company H to validate the effectiveness of these universal indicators.
The results showed that these universal indicators significantly improved the efficiency
of core data asset identification and helped data users identify core data assets that were
easily overlooked using traditional methods. Moreover, these universal indicators enabled
data users to achieve cross-scenario core data asset identification.

This work presents a preliminary attempt to establish universal indicators for core asset
discovery. This work contributes two main findings: (1) it presents a preliminary attempt
to establish universal core asset identification indicators in data governance. It offers new
insights into data classification and introduces new considerations for issues related to data
breaches; (2) the empirical study may inspire investigations into the transformation between
subjective perceptions in the human mind and objective descriptions based on abstract
graphs in other areas, such as social networks, biological networks, or GeoNetworks.

2. Related Works
2.1. Related Literature on Data Governance

Data governance refers to the exercise of authority and control over data
management [9]. Its objective is to establish an organization-wide data management plan,
optimizing the value derived from data assets and effectively mitigating data-related risks.
The increasing amount of data from various sources gives rise to data inconsistencies that
require detection and resolution before making decisions based on inaccurate data. More-
over, the ongoing influence of regulatory mandates, such as the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR), intensifies the demand for companies to have a robust understanding
of data storage locations, data usage practices, and data security. In data governance,
numerous problems must be improved significantly, such as datafication and privacy, data
breaches, and data classification.

As data governance is a broad area, this work places a special focus on data breaches
in data governance. The number of large-scale and high-profile data breaches, such as
WikiLeaks and Sony Hack, is rapidly growing [10]. Since data breaches can lead to public
relations disasters, their prevention and detection have become top priorities for enterprise
managers [11]. The current data breach studies mainly focus on three areas [12]. Some
researchers proposed that several factors unintentionally contribute to data breaches, such
as human factors [13–15], management factors [16–18], and technological factors [19–21].
However, these studies have not considered the scale of data as a contributing factor to
data breaches. This work proposes that the vast scale of data assets leads to decreased
data protection in enterprises, making data breaches more likely to occur. Some scholars
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have researched preventive measures for data breaches, such as managerial factors [22,23],
technological measures [24–26], and information disclosure [27–29]. These studies primarily
focus on security policies and security technologies without considering the importance of
data classification. Some studies concentrate on the consequences caused by data breaches.
It is beyond the scope of this work to go into detail on this research area, so this work does
not elaborate further on them.

2.2. Related Literature on Data Classification

The frequency of large-scale identity thefts and data breaches has increased, primarily
attributed to insufficient perimeter protection measures. Implementing data classification
can serve as an effective means to mitigate this issue. Some studies have been proposed to
identify valuable assets in organizations automatically. Beaver et al. [30] and Park et al. [31]
have utilized text processing and classification to assess the information value stored
on hosts. Beaudoin and Eng [32] introduced a method based on network topology and
interdependencies among network assets to calculate the value of network assets. This
work is somewhat similar to it. However, this work aims to establish relatively universal
indicators to identify core data assets in different business scenarios. Sawilla and Ou [33]
proposed a general version of the PageRank algorithm, which estimates the importance of
assets to attackers. However, their method calculates the relative importance of attacker
assets rather than the importance of the assets themselves. This work focuses on evaluating
data asset value and identifying core data assets.

2.3. Related Literature on Graph Perception

Graph perception investigates visual cognition principles when humans extract quan-
titative or qualitative information visually encoded in a node–link diagram [34,35]. Most
graph perception studies concentrate on recognizing structure-oriented information [36].
For example, high-degree nodes are appealing small structures, and clusters are attractive
large structures when humans observe a node–link diagram without having particular
cognitive tasks [37–39]. In-depth investigations on cognition principles of high-degree
nodes have a high priority, which supports our work [40]. Several psychological studies
have illuminated the profound impact of knowledge and experience on the perception of
visual stimuli, including images and artwork. For instance, Rahman et al. [41] revealed
that knowledge can mold perception by influencing early visual processing. Lupyan’s
research [42] provided evidence that personal knowledge can enhance the richness of
visual perception when encountering paintings or images. However, a few studies dis-
cuss the transformation between subjective perceptions in the human mind and objective
descriptions based on abstract graphs. This work seeks to address this gap.

3. Experimental Design
3.1. Experiment on Scenario Perspective

(1) Experimental Objective

This experiment aims to obtain the objective experiences of data users in Company H
regarding core data asset identification from a scenario perspective and provide graph data
sets with labeled core data assets.

(2) Experimental Method

Company H specializes in the public cloud domain, storing numerous data assets from
various business scenarios on its cloud servers. Data users, including data asset managers
and data experts in Company H, are responsible for managing and utilizing data assets for
data governance. Data asset managers focus on enhancing data sharing across different
business scenarios, whereas data experts manage data assets in specific business scenarios.

Through six months of on-site learning and practice, we have gained domain knowl-
edge of core data asset identification and familiarity with the daily work pipeline of data
users in Company H. In this pipeline, data users search for data assets using keywords and
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validate them based on business descriptions. They then evaluate the value of the data in
tables using their business knowledge. Moreover, they examine the data transformation
process of tables and determine their importance in the business chain. Lastly, they review
other data tables in the data transformation process, repeat the first two steps, and continue
until most core data assets are identified.

(3) Experimental Result

Three main business scenarios, namely Cloud Infrastructure, Customer Service, and
Operation Analysis, were selected as data sources for the experimental data. The primary
reason is that Company H focuses on the public cloud domain, with Cloud Infrastructure as
the fundamental scenario, Customer Service as the key scenario for maintaining customer
loyalty, and Operation Analysis as the central scenario for driving product innovation. Two
criteria were considered in data selection from data sources. (1) The complexity level of data
lineages among data tables should vary, reflecting the complexity of data transformation
processes in business scenarios. (2) Data lineage graphs should be small-sized to minimize
the effect of node overlapping and edge crossing on visual perception.

Ten data lineage graphs with labeled core data assets were extracted from the three
business scenarios. Table 1 presents the basic information of the 10 data lineage graphs.

Table 1. Basic information of the 10 data lineage graphs.

Scenario ID Nodes Edges Core Data Asset

Cloud Infrastructure

DLG1 92 111 6
DLG2 94 141 6
DLG3 157 211 8
DLG4 305 526 19

Customer Service

DLG5 100 149 7
DLG6 144 185 10
DLG7 380 572 24
DLG8 90 122 6

Operation Analysis DLG9 91 185 7
DLG10 74 99 6

3.2. Experiment on Abstraction Perspective

(1) Experimental Objective

This experiment aims to find the structural features of core data assets on data lineage
graphs from an abstraction perspective. It facilitates the creation of universal indicators
that can be used to identify core data assets across different scenarios.

(2) Experimental Method

Core data assets play crucial roles in the data transformation process and are repre-
sented as important nodes in the corresponding data lineage graph. Node centrality [43]
is a metric that measures a node’s importance based on its structural position in a graph.
Hence, we can utilize the node centrality metric to analyze the structural features of core
data assets in data lineage graphs. Thirty-one node centrality metrics were applied to
identify core data assets in the 10 data lineage graphs (DLG1-10). Two evaluation metrics,
namely Recall and Precision, were used to verify the performance of node centrality metrics.
Recall is the proportion of true positives among all positive samples, whereas Precision is
the proportion of true positives among all predicted positive samples. Table 2 presents the
identification results of all node centrality metrics.
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Table 2. Identification results of 31 node centrality metrics.

Node Centrality Metric Precision Recall

* Degree Centrality 41% 40%
Semi-Local Centrality 26% 25%
* LocalRank Centrality 41% 40%
ClusterRank Centrality 19% 18%

K-shell Decomposition Centrality 26% 24%
Closeness Centrality 26% 25%

Eccentricity 18% 17%
* Flow Betweenness Centrality 45% 44%

Shortest Path Betweenness Centrality 28% 27%
Random Walk Betweenness Centrality 30% 29%

* Information Centrality 43% 42%
Katz Centrality 13% 12%

Routing Betweenness Centrality 14% 13%
Communicability Centrality 15% 14%

Harmonic Centrality 20% 19%
Local Research Centrality 20% 19%

Subgraph Centrality 16% 14%
Traffic Load Centrality 14% 13%
Percolation Centrality 23% 22%

Shortest Path of Node Deletion 22% 22%
Spanning Tree of Node Deletion 20% 19%

Node Contraction 26% 25%
Residual Closeness Centrality 0% 0%

* PageRank 28% 27%
* Eigenvector Centrality 40% 39%

H-index 18% 17%
HITs 14% 13%

Automatic Resource Compilation 23% 22%
Cumulative Nomination 25% 24%

* LeaderRank 28% 27%
SALSA 12% 11%

(3) Experimental Result

Seven node centrality metrics marked with an asterisk (*) significantly outperform the
others, which are used to summarize four structural features of core data assets.

(SF1) Table 2 shows that the Degree Centrality metric and the LocalRank Centrality
metric outperform other metrics, which means they identify more labeled core data assets.
Therefore, this work analyzed these two metrics and found they consider nodes with more
links important, deriving the structural feature SF1, i.e., some core data assets appear as
high-degree data table nodes in the data lineage graph.

(SF2) The Flow Betweenness Centrality metric and the Information Centrality metric have
similar performance in two evaluation metrics. Therefore, this work analyzed these two
metrics and found that a graph node is important if it connects different regions, deriving
the structural feature SF2, i.e., some core data assets serve as a bridge between different
regions in the data lineage graph.

(SF3) The Eigenvector Centrality metric identify nodes as important when they have
fewer links but a greater number of 2-hop neighbors. Therefore, this work analyzed this
metric and derived the structural feature SF3, i.e., Some core data assets in the data lineage
graph have numerous 2-hop neighbors that are non-core data assets.

(SF4) The LeaderRank metric is an improvement of the PageRank metric, which has
similar performance in two evaluation metrics. Therefore, this work analyzed these two
metrics and found they evaluate the importance of a node in the graph according to the
number and value of nodes pointing to it. The structural feature SF4 was derived based on
these two metrics, i.e., some core data assets in the data lineage graph have fewer 2-hop
neighbors, but some of them are core data assets.
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3.3. Expert Seminar

One expert seminar was conducted with data users from the first experiment to explore
the business meanings behind the presence of the four structural features (SF1–SF4) of
core data assets in various business scenarios, deriving a set of universal indicators for
identifying core data assets.

The expert seminar involved three data experts and one data asset manager responsible
for managing data assets in specific business scenarios (i.e., Cloud Infrastructure, Customer
Service, and Operation Analysis). The goal was to establish a connection between the
business meanings of core data assets and their structural features, leading to a set of
user-friendly indicators for identifying core data assets across business scenarios. As a
result, five universal indicators for identifying core data assets are derived as follows.

UI1. The number of data transformations on a data asset.
This universal indicator refers to the number of data transformations performed on

a data table. It is derived by combining the structural feature SF1 and the data users’
understanding of the business scenario from the initial experiment. Data users mentioned
that a data table holds greater business value if it performs many data transformation
operations, demonstrating its fundamental role in providing data.

This universal indicator is the most important one among all the universal indicators.
We illustrated UI1 using N1 in DLG1 and N1 and N3 in DLG6. Figure 2a shows that N1 is
a data table in DLG1 containing information about Company H’s cloud servers, such as
server names, locations, buyer details, and service levels, acting as a data source for the
entire data transformation process in DLG1. For DLG6 (Figure 2b), N1 and N3 are two data
tables that store customer complaint information for a specific product, including complaint
time, complaint details, and handling personnel, which is used to provide data support for
analyzing customer complaints. These data tables are considered core data assets because
they undergo data transformations more frequently than others, playing a fundamental
role in the data transformation process. Some business experts remarked, “When identifying
core data assets, I immediately pay attention to the number of data transformations of the data
assets”. The data asset manager added, “Generally, it is likely a core data asset if it executes data
transformations frequently”.

Figure 2. Illustrations of UI1 and UI2 using DLG1 and DLG6. The dashed circles indicate vari-
ous regions of graphs. (a) DLG1 is a data lineage graph that consists of 92 data assets and their
111 corresponding data transformation relationships in the Cloud Infrastructure scenario. (b) DLG6 is
a data lineage graph that consists of 144 data assets and their 187 corresponding data transformation
relationships in the Customer Service scenario.

UI2. The influence on the data transformation process after deleting a data asset.
This universal indicator refers to the extent of disruption to the data transformation

process when a data asset is removed. It combines the structural feature SF2 and the results
of business analysis. Data users stated that multiple data lineages exist within a data
lineage graph, which is interconnected through certain data tables. Disrupting these tables
can cause the entire data transformation process to break down.
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We illustrated UI2 by taking N2 and N3 in DLG1 and N2 in DLG6 as examples. N2
and N3 in DLG1 are crucial turning points in the data transformation process. As shown
in the two regions of Figure 2a, disrupting the two data tables will cause several complex
data lineages to disconnect from the entire data transformation process. Business experts
verified that these tables contain crucial information about cloud servers, supplying data to
various data jobs in subsequent transformations to produce other data tables. Similarly, N2
in DLG6 serves a critical bridging role, connecting two complex data lineages (Figure 2b).
A business expert stated, “These tables that play a crucial role in different data transformation
processes are the ones we need to focus on”. The data asset manager commented, “Although it
can be challenging to identify such data tables, their business value is undoubtedly high”.

UI3. The number of data sources that directly transmit data to a data asset.
This universal indicator refers to the number of data tables directly transmitting data

to a specific data table. It is derived by combining the structural feature SF3 and the results
of business analysis. Data users mentioned that a data table is considered valuable in the
data transformation process if it receives data directly from many data tables.

UI3 is demonstrated by examining N1 and N3 in DLG2 and DLG10. N1 (Figure 3a)
obtains data from eight data tables through four data jobs. Although the eight tables are
considered non-core data assets, N1 has significant application value and is classified as
a core data asset. Similarly, N3 in DLG2 is also a core data asset. As shown in Figure 3b,
N1 and N3 each receive data from seven data tables that are non-core data assets, which
perform data transformations through one or two data jobs. Business experts confirmed
that these two tables are generated based on specific business requirements and are thus
considered core data assets. The data asset manager mentioned, “The tables serve a specific
purpose and require data retrieval from multiple sources typically are considered to be core data
assets”. However, a business expert argued, “Sometimes, a significant number of tables are
accessed to verify the data processing mechanisms of certain data jobs”.

Figure 3. Illustrations of UI3 and UI4 using DLG2 and DLG10. (a) DLG2 is a data lineage graph that
consists of 94 data assets and their 141 corresponding data transformation relationships in the Cloud
Infrastructure scenario. (b) DLG10 is a data lineage graph that consists of 74 data assets and their
99 corresponding data transformation relationships in the Operation Analysis scenario.

UI4. The value of data tables that directly transmit data to a data asset.
This universal indicator refers to the business value of data tables that directly transmit

data to a specific data table. It is derived by combining the structural feature SF4 and the
results of business analysis. Data users mentioned that a data table is considered valuable in
the data transformation process if it receives data directly from a few high-value data tables.

UI4 is exemplified by examining N2 in DLG2 and DLG10. N2 in DLG2 (Figure 3a) was
generated using data from one table through nine data jobs, where this table is a core data
asset containing information about cloud servers. Data users claimed that N2 is a relatively
scarce and unique core data asset, typically acquired through complex data processing
based on specific business requirements. N2 in DLG10 (Figure 3b) has two data sources
(N1 and N3) that are both core data assets, and is therefore considered a core data asset.
The data asset manager stated, “These special core data assets with unique application value
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attract more of my attention”. A business expert stated, “If multiple core data assets are found to
participate in the same data lineage, the resulting data asset is likely considered a core data asset”.

UI5. The data capacity to a data asset.
A data user commented, “I have noticed that some data tables meet these four universal

indicators, but they are not core data assets.” Through a detailed discussion with data users,
we found that the data assets have relatively limited data.

Therefore, UI5 is formulated based on this finding, representing the volume of data
stored in a data table. Data users noted that the amount of data directly influences the
business value of a data table. If the volume is extremely small, then playing a significant
role in the data transformation process becomes difficult for a data table. UI5 is illustrated
using N1 in DLG3. N1 (Figure 4) is not a core data asset, even though it has 13 data tables
as direct data sources due to its minimal data volume. Business experts generated it to
validate data processing mechanisms in certain data jobs. A business expert commented,
“It is difficult for a data table with a small amount of data to take on significant responsibilities in
the data transformation process”. The data asset manager added, “I have observed that core data
assets consistently have a large amount of data”.

Figure 4. Illustrations of UI5 using DLG3. DLG3 is a data lineage graph comprising 157 data assets
and their 211 corresponding data transformation relationships.

4. Evaluation
4.1. User Study

In this section, we enlisted 30 participants who lacked prior experience in data gover-
nance for our experiments, comprising an equal gender split of 15 males and 15 females.
Their ages ranged from 20 to 31 years. All participants were either undergraduate or gradu-
ate students. Among them, 18 had a background in computer science, while the remaining
12 came from non-computer science disciplines. To ensure diversity, we randomly assigned
participants into three groups: Groups A, B, and C. Each group included six individuals
with a computer science background and four from non-computer science backgrounds.

As shown in Figure 5, a user interface called “DLG View System” was provided for
support. Regarding data confidentiality, we are unaware of the data volume in data assets.
We manually set a high data volume for expert-labeled core data assets, represented by
nodes with a dark blue color. We also randomly set a high data volume for some tables to
ensure experimental effectiveness.

The instructors provided an overview of the study’s objectives, tasks, and procedures
for all experiments. The participants in Group A needed to identify the core data assets
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following the method used by data users in Company H. The participants in Group B
needed to use DLG View to observe the data lineage graph in the form of the node–link
diagram for identifying core data assets. The participants in Group C used the DLG View
System and the proposed indicators to identify core data assets.

Figure 5. Interface used in the user study. (a) The interface provided for the participants to complete
tasks; (b) the interface in which a participant had completed the tasks in DLG1. The nodes highlighted
in red are the nodes that the participants had selected.

Two analysis metrics were designed, namely Average Precision and Average Recall, to
evaluate the user study results. Average Precision calculates the proportion of correctly
identified core assets to the total number of selected assets by the participants, whereas
Average Recall calculates the proportion of correctly identified core assets to the total number
of core assets. As a result, the Average Recall and Average Precision of Group A (15%, 10%)
were slightly lower than those of Group B (18%, 15%), and both were significantly lower
than Group C (70%, 60%). The two main reasons are as follows.

(1) The participants were unfamiliar with business scenarios. The method used by
data users in Company H provided sufficient scenario information but was not helpful
for the participants in Group A. Instead, the data lineage graph provided by DLG View
displayed nodes with clear structural features, such as high-degree nodes and bridge nodes,
guiding the participants in Group B in selecting these data assets. A participant in Group A
expressed, “I am unable to understand business information at all, mostly relying on intuition for
identification”. Someone from Group B stated, “The nodes with special structural features in the
data lineage graph caught my attention, and I instinctively believed that these nodes are important”.

(2) Accurately identifying core data assets by only observing the data lineage graph
is insufficient because of the limited understanding of the structural features of core data
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assets. The participants in Group C could identify core data assets using the proposed
indicators without scenario knowledge. A participant in Group C said, “I only need to follow
the indicators to identify core data assets”.

Overall, these findings indicate that the proposed indicators can help users without
specific scenario knowledge quickly learn how to identify core data assets in unfamiliar
business scenarios.

4.2. Field Study

The field study extended over the course of a month. The data users in the first
experiment (i.e., one data asset manager and three business experts) were encouraged
to use our method (DLG View System and the proposed indicators) in their daily work.
The method commonly used in Company H was considered the reference method. Data
users were interviewed to assess usability, effectiveness, and user satisfaction. They were
requested to rate each question using a five-point Likert scale, with options ranging from 5
(strongly agree) to 1 (strongly disagree). Table 3 shows the rating results.

Table 3. Questions of the subjective questionnaire used in the field study and rating results by
data users.

Questions

Rating Results

Reference Method Our Method

Manager Expert A Expert B Expert C Manager Expert A Expert B Expert C

Usability

1. Can you quickly learn
the method? 2 2 3 2 4 4 4 5

2. Can you master the method
without specific knowledge? 2 2 2 2 5 5 5 5

3. Do you think the method is
easy to use? 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 4

Effectiveness

4. Can you use the method to
identify enough core
data assets?

3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4

5. Can you use the method to
quickly identify core
data assets?

2 3 3 3 5 4 4 4

6. Can you identify core assets
in various scenarios? 1 3 2 2 4 4 4 5

Satisfaction

7. How satisfied are you with
this method overall? 3 3 3 4 3 4 3 3

8. Does this method support
your daily work? 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

9. Are you satisfied with the
way the data are presented? 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4

In summary, the proposed method consistently achieved a higher average score (3.81)
compared to the reference method (3.19) across all questions. This indicates that the
proposed method outperformed the reference method during the field study. Subsequently,
we will delve into our analysis of the rating results, considering aspects related to usability,
effectiveness, and user satisfaction.

In terms of usability (Questions 1–3), the proposed method obtained an average rating
(4.42) slightly higher than that of the traditional method (2.58). Generally, two data users
confirmed that the proposed method is reasonable and easy to use. A business expert
commented, “It typically requires extensive training when mastering reference methods to identify
core data assets, especially for beginners”. The data asset manager claimed, “I can quickly grasp
these indicators without the need to learn different business scenarios specifically”.

In terms of effectiveness (Questions 4–6), the proposed method obtained a higher
average rating (4.17) than that of the traditional method (2.58). All data users stated that
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the proposed method can assist them in quickly locating potential core data assets and
improving identification efficiency. Moreover, the proposed method helps identify core
data assets across business scenarios. A business expert stated, “The proposed method can
quickly help me to filter out potential core data assets, saving a significant amount of time”. The
data asset manager commented, “I sometimes encounter challenges of false positives and false
negatives when filtering core assets in unfamiliar scenarios. The proposed indicators can greatly
enhance the accuracy of my identification”. He added, “In unfamiliar business scenarios, I used to
depend on frequent communication with business experts to identify core assets. With the help of
the proposed method, I can quickly identify potential core data assets”.

In terms of user satisfaction (Questions 7–9), the proposed method obtained a slightly
higher average rating (3.42) than that of the traditional method (3.17). All data users
are not entirely satisfied with either of the two methods. A business expert stated, “The
proposed method is user-friendly and easy to understand but lacks detailed business information to
be supported. Once the core data assets are identified by the proposed method, I would appreciate
reviewing their detailed information for additional confirmation”. The data asset manager
suggested, “I believe it would be better if combining two methods”.

5. Discussion

In this section, we present a discussion regarding the primary objective of this
work. In particular, we present a brief overview of its main strengths, limitations, and
practical applications.

The main strengths of this work are the following: (1) this work presents a preliminary
attempt to establish universal core asset identification indicators in data governance. It
offers new insights into data classification and introduces new considerations for issues
related to data breaches; (2) this work may inspire investigations into the transformation
between subjective perceptions in the human mind and objective descriptions based on ab-
stract graphs in other areas, such as social networks, biological networks, or GeoNetworks.

This work also has some limitations. First, the experimental data in this paper were
derived from three business scenarios of Company H. We expect to utilize more relevant
datasets from different business scenarios to validate the generality of the proposed indica-
tors further [44,45]. Second, the complexity of data lineages or large scales may lead to node
overlaps and edge crossings in the data lineage graph, affecting users’ visual perception.
Graph simplification and sampling techniques [46,47] can help improve the visual effects
of graphs. Moreover, the evaluation metrics used in the user study focus only on accuracy
and recall. We plan to enrich the evaluation metrics, including time, effects of indicators,
and user preferences. Finally, the number of participants and the age range in the user
study and the field study need further diversification to validate the generalizability of the
indicators. Future research will address this issue, as it is beyond the scope of this paper.

This work’s first possible practical application involves supporting data classification
and reducing data breaches in organizations. Organizations cannot ensure that all data
assets are under their security protection. When data assets are not properly classified, it
can lead to employees accessing information they should not have access to. The second
application enhances data users’ efficiency in managing data assets and reduces the time
and effort required for training new employees. The universal indicators can assist data
users in narrowing down their filtering scope, therefore improving the efficiency of identi-
fying core data assets. For inexperienced new employees, these indicators can help them
quickly acquire the ability to recognize core data assets.

6. Conclusions

This work proposed a preliminary attempt to establish universal core asset identifi-
cation indicators for data governance. First, this work collaborated with Huawei Cloud
Computing Technologies Co., Ltd., and multiple sets of data assets from different business
scenarios were selected as data sets. Then, data experts in Company H responsible for
these scenarios were invited to identify core data assets manually, providing data sets and
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labeled core data assets for subsequent experiments. Afterward, this work uses data lineage
graphs as an intermediary to connect various scenarios and universal indicators. Thirty-one
node centrality metrics are used to summarize the structural features of expert-labeled core
data assets. Finally, this work integrated the user experience of data experts and structural
features of data assets, deriving five universal indicators for core data asset identification.

The main novelties of this work are the following: (1) it presents a preliminary attempt
to establish universal core asset identification indicators in data governance. It offers new
insights into data classification and introduces new considerations for issues related to data
breaches; (2) the empirical study may inspire investigations into the transformation between
subjective perceptions in the human mind and objective descriptions based on abstract
graphs in other areas, such as social networks, biological networks, or GeoNetworks.

The main results and findings obtained by applying the universal indicators to the user
study and the field study can be summarized as follows: (1) For participants who are not
familiar with business scenarios and data users from Company H, the method proposed in
this work outperforms the traditional core asset identification method used by Company H.
(2) Participants and data users using the method proposed in this work can identify the
majority of core data assets across business scenarios. However, Company H’s traditional
core asset identification method falls short of achieving this. (3) The proposed method helps
data users identify core data assets that were easily overlooked using traditional methods.

The ideas proposed in this work have several possible future developments. First, we
plan to enrich the indicators further and determine the priority of these features. We also
intend to design and implement a more comprehensive data lineage visualization interface,
supporting the daily work of data users. Furthermore, we aim to develop an algorithm [48]
that synthesizes these indicators to automatically identify core data assets on data lineage
graphs, therefore improving the efficiency of data users in identifying core data assets.
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